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Welcome to our window decoration catalog!
Here you will discover countless possibilities for
creating beautiful and functional spaces. From
classic to modern Roman blinds, we have a lot
of inspiration for you. Transform your windows
into unique works of art and create charming
interiors. We invite you to explore!
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Why choose Dekro
Roman Blinds?

Roman blinds are currently the most
popular window decoration,
emphasizing the character of the room.
The option to choose fabric and sewing
methods makes this decoration suitable
for both classic and modern interiors.
We offer a wide collection of fabrics
specially selected for Roman blinds. In
our collection, you will find
sheer/curtain fabrics that accentuate
the subtlety of the arrangement and add
lightness to the room, as well as heavy
curtain fabrics that can block sunlight
and give a personalized character to any
space.
The extensive selection of fabrics from
Polish and international manufacturers
(Spain, Italy, Turkey) makes our Roman
Blind offering unique and unparalleled.
We have fabrics in our collection from
which we can tailor Roman blinds "to fit
every budget." This collection includes
fabrics directly designed for Roman
blinds (such as tunnel fabric) and
fabrics specifically dedicated to
investments (e.g., with FR fire resistance
certificates).
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Dekro Roman Blinds

ROMAN BLIND SEWN FROM TUNNEL FABRIC

Roman Blind Sewn from Tunnel Fabric
Group: 7710, 9734, Natural, Voile, etc.
Tunnel fabric is characterized by a
constant distance between the tunnels
(also known as boning, rods, sticks,
bars). Depending on the fabric group,
the distance from the center to the
center of the tunnel ranges from 22 cm
to 25 centimeters. On each of these
"tunnels," every 3.5-4.5 centimeters,
there are woven threads through which
we weave cords coming out of the drum,
eliminating the need to sew additional
guiding rings. A ready-made tunnel for
the rod.

The fabric groups have
a distance from the

center to the center of
the tunnel ranging

from 22 cm to 25
centimeters.

 Models and Sewing Methods of Roman Blinds
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Dekro Roman Blinds

ROMAN BLIND SEWN WITH FRONT TUNNELS

Sewing a Roman blind using various curtain fabrics, especially those with smooth
textures, opens up excellent possibilities for personalization. A key element in this
process is the choice of the side on which the rod tunnel, commonly known as the
pocket, will be placed. This choice significantly influences the overall appearance and
functionality of the blind.
In the case of this model of Roman blind, the tunnels are carefully sewn with specified
spacings, adapted to the height of the blind. Typically, the distances between
consecutive tunnels range from 20 to 30 cm. This is crucial because these spacings
affect the even lifting and lowering of the blind, which is crucial for its functionality.
It's worth noting the differences between a Roman blind with front tunnels and one with
back tunnels. In the case of a blind with front tunnels, the pockets are visible from the
inside of the room. This serves as an interesting decorative element that can enhance
the interior. However, from the external perspective, only subtle seams remain on the
fabric, creating an elegant, minimalist look.
The sewing of a Roman blind with curtain fabrics is a design process that allows for full
personalization and adaptation of the blind to individual preferences and the character
of the interior. By choosing the appropriate side of the tunnel and considering the
placement of the pockets, we can create a blind that not only effectively fulfills its
purpose but also serves as a unique decoration for any room.
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Dekro Roman Blinds

ROMAN BLIND SEWN WITH BACK TUNNELS

It's worth noting that in the case of a
Roman blind with pockets at the back, i.e.,
with tunnels placed on the window side,
these pockets are a visible element on the
exterior side of the window. This can be
utilized to create an impressive window
decoration from the outside, adding a touch
of style and color to the entire room.
However, on the interior side of the window,
the fabric remains flat and smooth, with
only evenly spaced seams visible, creating
an elegant and minimalist look that blends
seamlessly with the interior.
The entire process of designing a Roman
blind with curtain fabrics is fascinating and
offers many opportunities to express
creativity, allowing the creation of a blind
that perfectly suits the character and style
of the specific interior.

Sewing a Roman blind using various curtain
fabrics, especially those with a smooth
texture, opens up a wide spectrum of design
possibilities. One of the key aspects of this
process is choosing the side on which the
rod tunnel, commonly referred to as the
pocket, will be sewn. This choice can
significantly impact the aesthetics and
functionality of the blind.
In the case of this specific model of Roman
blind, the tunnel is precisely sewn, taking
into account specified spacings adapted to
the height of the blind. Typically, the
distances between consecutive tunnels
range from 20 to 30 cm. This is important
because these spacings affect the even
lifting and lowering of the blind, which is
crucial for its functionality.
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Dekro Roman Blinds

ROMAN BLIND SEWN WITH HORIZONTAL TAPES

A Roman blind with horizontal tapes is a
unique construction that stands out due to
the absence of visible tunnels or pockets on
the fabric itself. In this case, instead of
tunnels, horizontal tapes are sewn onto the
blind, playing a crucial role in stiffening the
structure of the blind. These tapes are where
rods are placed, providing the blinds with
the necessary rigidity and shape.
Importantly, horizontal tapes are equipped
with subtle protrusions or eyelets through
which a cord is threaded. This cord is crucial
for the proper folding and unfolding of the
blind. Thanks to this design, the user can
smoothly adjust the level of the blind,
customizing it to their needs. This solution proves excellent, especially

for fabrics adorned with patterns. Sewing
blinds on horizontal tapes eliminates the
need to create tunnels, ensuring that
patterns on the fabric remain intact and
fully visible. This is significant if
maintaining the aesthetics and character
of the fabric is important while still
desiring the functionality of the blind.
Roman blinds with horizontal tapes are
an excellent choice for those who
appreciate both unique design and the
practical use of windows in their interior.
With these blinds, you can enjoy the
elegant look of the fabric without
sacrificing the pattern, all while
benefiting from the intuitive operation of
the blind.
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Dekro Roman Blinds

ROMAN BLIND SEWN WITH VERTICAL TAPES

A Roman blind with vertical tapes is a
unique solution characterized by subtle
elegance and exceptional lightness. When
the Roman blind with vertical tapes is
unfolded, the surface is smooth and flat,
creating an elegant look that fits perfectly
into various interior styles. However, it's
when the blind is folded with the vertical
tapes that its unique charm appears. At
that moment, the fabric gently falls
between the tapes, creating subtle folds.
These folds, although delicate, give the
blind a distinctive charm and lightness,
making it a decorative element in itself.
The sewing method for blinds with vertical
tapes is ideal, especially for light fabrics
often used in window decorations, such as
sheer curtains. This solution allows you to
fully utilize the delicacy and subtle
structure of such fabrics, creating a window
adorned with a blind that adds charm and
elegance to the entire room.
A Roman blind with vertical tapes is a
choice for those who appreciate a subtle
look and lightness in their interiors while
maintaining the full functionality of the
windows. It's the perfect solution for
decorative fabrics that emphasize the
character of any room.

W PEŁNI
ZACHOWANY

WZÓR NA
ROLECIE
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Dekro Roman Blinds

ROMAN BLIND "WAVY"
RThe wavy Roman blind is a unique
construction that differs from traditional blinds
not only in its operation but also in the visual
effect it offers. What sets this blind apart is the
constant waves that maintain their elegance
and form both when the blind is raised and
when it is lowered. As a result, the room gains a
consistent decorative effect that remains
consistently beautiful.
The waves in wavy blinds are characterized by
regularity and uniform size, adding a unique
charm to the room. These perfectly shaped
waves serve as a decorative element in
themselves, creating a harmonious
arrangement and adding elegance to every
window. One of the key advantages of this
solution is that, despite the use of tunnels in the
sewing process, they are completely invisible
when the blind is hanging. This means that all
attention is focused on the waves and the
fabric, rather than on structural elements. This
solution perfectly combines functionality with
aesthetics, offering the user a blind that not
only protects against excessive sunlight but
also serves as an elegant decoration for any
interior.

The wavy Roman blind is an
excellent choice for those who
appreciate a consistent, elegant
decorative effect in their spaces
without compromising on
functionality and ease of use. It is a
solution that combines the beauty of
form with the practicality of
application.

"SPECIAL
CLIP SYSTEM
AND DOUBLE

CORD ON
THE DRUM"
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Dekro Roman Blinds

DAY/NIGHT ROMAN BLIND (DUO)

The Day/Night Roman Blind is an exceptional solution, representing an excellent choice for
any room by combining an elegant design with extraordinary functionality. This innovative
blind system is characterized by two parallel rails equipped with Velcro. One of these rails
is used to mount sheer curtain fabric, while the other carries blackout fabric.
What makes this blind unique is the ability to independently control both fabrics. Using
separate chains, the user has full control over the blind. You can freely choose when to
lower the sheer curtain fabric to allow gentle light into the room or lower the blackout
fabric to ensure increased privacy and darkness.

Thanks to such a solution, the Day/Night Roman
Blind ensures flexibility to adapt to changing needs
and circumstances. It is an excellent tool for both
adjusting the lighting in the room and maintaining
privacy in an elegant and stylish manner.
The Day/Night system is an outstanding
proposition for those who value not only
functionality but also aesthetics and the ability to
adjust lighting to different situations and moods.
This blind combines modern design with practical
solutions, allowing complete control over the light
in the room.
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Dekro Roman Blinds

ROMAN BLIND FOR ROOF AND BAY WINDOWS

RThe Roof Roman Blind is unquestionably one of the most
advanced solutions available on the market, designed for
covering skylight windows. This system not only fully
serves its purpose of protecting against intense sunlight
but also brings unique aesthetics and an exclusive
character to the room. It is not just a practical solution but
also a decorative element that gives the interior a modern
and elegant look. The Roof Roman Blind offers two
mounting options, making it a versatile solution for
different interior arrangements. It can be installed above
the window recess, adding a sense of lightness and
elegance to the space, or within the window recess itself,
providing a more integrated look with the entire window
structure. Installation within the window recess relies on
special guides to which the fabric is attached using
precision clips, creating a seamless integration with the
blind.

Moreover, the Roof Roman Blind not only protects against excessive sunlight but also offers
the possibility to adjust the light intensity through precise control. This gives the user full
control over the atmosphere in the room, tailoring it to their needs and preferences.
In this way, the Roof Roman Blind becomes not only a functional element but also a design
accent that emphasizes the style and sophistication of every space, adding a unique
character to it.
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Dekro Roman Blinds

"VENETIAN ROMAN BLIND"

This blind model is sewn on special vertical
tapes, which play a crucial role in creating
the characteristic wave effect. When the blind
is raised, these tapes cause the fabric to
ripple from the bottom, adding lightness and
movement. This is not only an aesthetic
advantage but also an excellent solution for
adjusting the light in the room.
The Venetian Roman Blind is a choice for
those who appreciate variability and
individual character in interior design. It is a
blind that combines functionality, unique
design, and the ability to adapt to different
situations, creating beauty in both the rolled-
up and unfolded states.

The Venetian Roman Blind is an extraordinary
solution that not only perfectly covers the window
but also imparts a unique character to the room.
This blind has much to offer in terms of both
aesthetics and functionality. When rolled up, it
forms a beautiful pelmet, giving it a decorative
character and becoming a distinctive decorative
element in the room. However, what sets the
Venetian Roman Blind apart is its ability to change
its appearance depending on the situation. When
unfolded, this blind resembles a delicate curtain
or sheer, adding subtlety and elegance to the
room. It's amazing how one window can have a
different character depending on the setting of this
blind.
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Dekro Roman Blinds

"ENGLISH ROMAN BLIND"

The English Roman Blind is an excellent
complement for any elegant interior. It is
characterized by specific pelmets that arrange
themselves gracefully from the bottom of the blind
when it is raised. It is these pelmets that give the
blind its distinctive appearance, which is unique
among various types of Roman blinds.
The waves in English blinds differ from those
created when raising Venetian or Austrian blinds.
A special sewing technique, creating so-called
pleats, is used in English blinds. This makes the
pelmets larger, more pronounced, and
spectacular. The pelmets in English Roman Blinds
are true works of art that bring elegance and
charm to the window and the entire room.

This blind is the perfect choice
for those seeking not only
functional window covering but
also a decorative element that
will bring a unique character to
the interior. The English Roman
Blind is a blend of tradition and
modernity, creating an elegant
and stylish window
arrangement that will surely
catch the eye.
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Dekro Roman Blinds

"AUSTRIAN ROMAN BLIND"

The Austrian Roman Blind is a solution that
blends perfectly with both traditional and
modern interiors. One of its undeniable
advantages is its unique appearance,
which even when the blind is fully
extended, resembles a traditional curtain.
This combination of modernity and classic
charm adds a distinctive character to the
interior.
In this model of the Austrian Roman Blind,
a special tape with gathering is used
instead of the traditional velcro, along with
vertical tapes, giving it a more pronounced
and decorative character. When the blind is
raised, elegant waves, called pelmets, are
formed. This effect gives the blind an
extraordinary look, reminiscent of
delicately draped curtains.

The Austrian Roman Blind is a unique
blend of tradition and modernity. It is
an excellent choice for those who
appreciate unique design, elegance,
and the individual character of the
interior. This blind is an excellent
example of how functionality can be
combined with beauty, creating a
unique and unparalleled window
decor.
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